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This is a book for consultants to give clients, in order to establish two big, additional investment truths: (1) that stocks are essential for long-term wealth creation and solidly growing income to retire; and (2) that no one will ever be able to hold stocks through all the fears (and quirks) of the market cycle without you - a
empathetic but hard-loving behavioral investment adviser. SWIW seeks to convince your clients and prospects: This real wealth - an income one does not survive and a significant legacy for its heirs - can only be achieved through a life equity investing program. These major stocks have historically created a lifetime
pension income that grows over time at a significant premium to consumer inflation. That achieving real wealth in equities is not driven by investment performance, but the behavior of investors - to make a plan for life and stick to it, ignoring both bullish market quirks and bear market capitulation. This, in practice, no one
will ever be able to resist the great behavioral pitfalls of investing in equity without a high-quality consultant. What is the highest, best and most valuable EA function guides customers past Big Error, in all its several manifestations. This is therefore your behavioral investment advice only worth multiple of what the investor
pays for it. Today, thousands of consultants use SWIW as an operations guide for their practice. They give it to customers and perspective as a way to say: Here's what we're going to do; it's something we won't do (market deadlines, chasing hot spot); this is what I will advise you in the panic bottoms and euphoric tops.
And that's why my advice will be much more valuable than anything I charge. Buy the book: Print Nick Murray delivers timeless simple investing truths that never change, no matter where things stand with the markets. Notes where asset allocation fails is an argument that broad diversification should be used to balance
profits and volatility - the need for stability - and the preservation of capital. Murray's Prejudice: Stocks are the only way to wealth because it is the only asset with decent profits after inflation and taxes. Most investors are better off - will get better returns - with mutual funds or index funds, and then trying to choose stocks.
Most investors are better off with a solid, strong, caring financial adviser (another of Murray's preconceptions, though hard to argue). Most people ask the wrong questions, such as what funds should I own? Less mistakes and better behavior is the key to success Key to outperforming most other people just behaving
more what they do. Exceptional returns in equity investment continue to avoid a few really awful - but very often - - Wealth is freedom. Financial freedom should be everyone's main goal - to have enough screw you money to be able to do whatever you want. Becoming rich is easy, but not easy. Why isn't it easy? - Most
investors fail because they don't stick to it no matter what happens in the markets and the world. They don't have the discipline to go beyond bad news, good news, etc. to see the potential for capital growth. Investing also requires as much time and money as you need to be successful. What you do, your actions, are
more important than what you know. The portfolio is not a plan - it is the last step in creating a financial plan. The portfolio is a working part of the financial plan to achieve your goals. Beating the market is not the goal. What means do you have, this is the least important thing. No one knows how history will work and
which funds will work best. It's not what kind of fund you have, but that you owned the fund, for starters. You may get lucky to choose the best funds, stocks, etc., but this is not a requirement to be rich. The important thing is: have you invested in a fund through a bond fund, CD, savings account? Be the owner, not the
lender - the owners grow wealth (owning shares), the lenders are not because fixed income securities do not build wealth, as they support it, but with a higher risk of loss of purchasing power. Chasing Returns - The need to always have the best fund is inevitable to eat into your savings. Price issues - consider the decline
of markets as a chance to buy more shares, not the end of the world. Behavior is the main factor of success - you are not a victim. It's not the market's fault. It's just your bad behavior. Financial news is timely - it forces you to act. Financial news in business make things sound more important than it really is. If it didn't
sound important, no one would pay attention. Don't believe me. Go back to the biggest financial news last month, how important is it to you today? Financial advisers - worth their weight in gold if they help you avoid mistakes by keeping you focused on the purpose of your life rather than the market. Argument against
advisers - 1) people are smart and disciplined enough to build and stick to a portfolio, and 2) that advisers are greedy, stupid, corrupt, or cost too much. Human nature deprives most people of #1 and most real advisers don't fit into #2. Investors should ask if an adviser add more to your overall, long-term profits, then
could you do it yourself? At least 1% more? Why do you need an adviser? To help build the best long-term portfolio based on your goals to prevent future mistakes or bad behavior, would cost you money, and the extra cost is worth it to avoid time, energy and and do it on your own. Consultants cannot do this - to
forecast/forecast the economy, to forecast/time of markets, to forecast future indicators of funds. No one can. Economic forecasting exists to make astrology look respectable. - John Kenneth Galbraith Great Advisors manage people, not money, because your behavior has a greater impact on long-term performance than
what investments you have. Horrible advisers claim to predict the future to allow time markets to build the perfect portfolio to beat all portfolios, and do so with little or no risk to you. All empty promises to enrich the counselor, not you. Creating a portfolio - an investment plan - is the last step for a great consultant.
Common sense says that owners of good businesses are the ones who achieve real wealth in this country. Risk/reward is favourable to the owner. Owners have unlimited upside down. Lenders have limited growth. Owners receive all profits after expenses and payments on the loan. Lenders do not see profits, only
payments on the loan. A good lender never takes a big risk, as the disadvantage is collateral. The basic truth: The future is incomprehensible. All we have to do is history and probability. The historical return from 1926 - today: The only sequence is how inconsistent it is from one decade to the next, which offers some
basic truths (credibility) to historical asset returns. One thing we can say based on history is that the U.S. economy is anything if not sustainable. Murray embraces consistent growth and change, despite all the bad news and the end of the global threats that have continued to emerge. When the period began, the flight
was impossible, the movies were silent, the market experienced the biggest bubble, followed by the Great Depression, economic collapse, deflation, the Dust Bowl, which led to World War II, 55 million deaths, and the threat of nuclear annihilation. During the cold war, the U.S. experienced the biggest economic growth
ever, despite the Korean and Vietnam Wars. We lost two Kennedy and King M.L. in the assassination, the 1960s upheavals, the oil crisis, Nixon, impeachment, hyperinflation, the hostage crisis in Iran. Reagan brings home hostages, Volker controls inflation, computer rises to bring the next greatest bull market in history,
despite the crash in October '87. Communism is falling, the USSR is collapsing, capitalism is entering the world at home, and the Internet is coming. The dot-com bubble burst on September 11, the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, the mortgage crisis led to the financial crisis and the collapse of the market, the lost decade,
historically low interest rates, and yet is at an all-time high. The U.S. economy has seen it all and come back from the brink every time. It's seen wars, crises, recessions, depressions, inflation, deflation, explosion bubbles, and endless doomsday whispers and screams. The U.S. is back getting better and stronger each
time. Despite all this, it is, The capitalist machine has constantly created, innovated and moved the economy forward at every turn. The U.S. economy is unlike any other. How can someone lose faith in that track record for me. The owner of large and small shares of the company got paid almost twice as much as the
lender did. The stock returned twice as much as bonds from 1926 to 2011. The real yield of shares (after inflation) was 3 times higher than the real bond yield from 1926 to 2011. After inflation and taxes, stocks returned four times more than bonds. Bonds have their application ... most of them are psychological. Bonds
had almost no net profit after inflation and taxes. Bond investors tread water through history. Real wealth comes from long-term stock (business) property. Future stock yields are likely to be multiple bonds. It is unlikely to change in the future. The real key to making money in stocks is not to be afraid of them. - Peter
Lynch Most people misunderstand the risk. They believe that volatility is a risk. Volatility is a short-term concept that passes over time. These are nothing short of tiny moments of opportunity for those focused on the long term. Risk and constant losses and/or worrying of your money. The real risk is the loss of purchasing
power. Myth: stocks are riskier than bonds. Because bonds are under constant threat of losing inflation. Stocks are not intended for short-term - up to 5 years - purposes. Too much uncertainty. Possible refunds are not guaranteed. Retirement after 5 years or less is not considered a short-term goal. The rule up to 5 years
does not apply, because retirement is the beginning of a new goal - not to survive your money. Pension income should keep pace with inflation for another 2-3 decades. A more concentrated number of stocks offers the best chance to outperform the market ... and unsatisfactory too. The stock market as an asset class
cannot go to zero, one stock can, and do regularly. Historical stock yields show that the likelihood of losing money decreases over time. Yes, any given year may end in a loss, but the string together is a few decades of returns and you will certainly be better off in equities than any other asset class. All you have to do is
stay patient and stick to the plan. The U.S. free market is self-healing. The best companies thrive and prosper, while the bottom are falling by the wayside, with new companies, technologies and innovations that are always the driving force behind the creation of new businesses. The U.S. economy is one of the constant
pre-interspersed cyclically temporary recession. The economy has a consistent upward trend - progress is constant; The decline is All the bad market decline ended, and a new record high was reached. Stock prices follow the profit, not the other way around. What really drives stocks is earnings growth. Prices only
fluctuate in the short term depending on how much investors are willing to pay for this growth today. Growing up lead to higher prices in the end. It is pointless to be afraid of another market fall, because history shows that the market falls quite often. The mistake falls victim to fear: this is not what the market does, but
how you react to what the market is doing. Anyone with a long time horizon should root for bear markets. Asymmetrical aversion to loss: We hate losing more than we love to win. Losing money feels twice as bad as making money feels good. - Richard Thaler Most people can't tell the difference between volatility and
loss. This can lead to panic reactions to protect all that is left when they need to see long-term opportunities and opportunities. Volatility leads to temporary losses, which only the investor can make permanent. Temporary vs. permanent losses? Buffett's Berkshire personal shares fell by $6,200,000,000 from July 17 to
August 31, 1998. How much money did Buffett lose? Nothing, because he never sold. He had no reason to sell because he believed that prices would eventually follow the profits and that the U.S. economy would recover. Fear has a greater understanding of human action than the impressive weight of historical
evidence. - Jeremy Siegel is through stocks in the long run when fear drives making you end up losing. Investment is an age-old, unspoiled emotional battle between fear of the future and faith in the future. No one says they sell out of fear. It's always some other excuse. Fear is never the reason used for sale. Instead,
we'll make excuses. Selling out of fear sticks you with a new challenge - when to get back in. Sell at the bottom, buy on top, repeat until broken. Time in the market is more important than the timing of the market. Real wealth comes from owning and holding shares, no matter what happens. Deciding not to sell may one
day be the most important investment decision you will ever make. It's not that you don't know what hurts you. It's something you know that's just not true. - Satchel Page Real long-term risk shares do not own them. Relying on secure fixed income assets - savings accounts, compact drives and bonds - is fatal to your
wealth. People live longer. You have to invest accordingly. Advances in medicine have carried the average life expectancy in the 1980s, and many people live in the 1990s. Where will this be over the next few decades? You have two options - to work longer and/or invest in assets that outgrow inflation. Falling inflation is
the most Risk. Maintaining, outgrow, your purchasing power is the main goal. Stocks offer a chance to do so. Relying on bonds to generate income ignores the risk of not owning shares. Bonds are at constant risk of falling behind on inflation. One option is to find dividend stocks that are dividends are growing faster than
inflation. Thus, dividends in themselves outpace inflation, while capital gains continue to grow your wealth. People get the real risk (loss of purchasing power) wrong because they ignore the power of inflation when it's been so obvious all their lives. They underestimate life expectancy as no longer than the last generation,
they allow fear of loss drive decisions, they are a product of the market environment they grew up and parents have experienced, and they don't really understand what financial words mean. The biggest lie ever said: stocks are risky, bonds are safe. - Risky or safe with regard to what? Risk is a loss of purchasing power,
safe ahead of purchasing power. You can be ultra safe and save the same amount of dollars, but lose money on inflation. You may be safe, your interest rate yield stays the same, but the costs double and you will lose money for inflation. If your expenses double and your dividends double, you will keep your income.
There is no such thing as no risk. There's only this choice that to take risks and when to take risks. The only time when bonds retain purchasing power is with little or no inflation or deflation. Each time, bonds are at constant risk of overspending inflation. The only thing that matters to a rational long-term investor is total
returns. People regularly ignore the long-term growth potential of stocks (and dividends) compared to bonds. Only seeing yield ignores a large contribution to the overall return of shares - capital gains. The biggest mistake with dividend yield: The battle between paid more now compared to paid more later. Investors tend
to choose slower growth, higher returns on faster growth, lower returns ever. They do not take into account the potential future growth of dividends, and this negatively affects their future wealth. Bond yields are worse because there is no capital gains. When bond prices go up, you get paid for future yields. Why use
bonds? Bonds help ease the pain of short-term volatility. Keys to avoiding group thinking: Don't let news make decisions for you, keep an eye on commonly used words and phrases, and how often they are used. Stocks won't make you rich. Your behavior around stocks makes you rich. Stocks need your help. The only
thing you control, your behavior, is the biggest factor in your success with stocks. Four Behavioral Tactics: 1) Set goals in dollars and dates, 2) build a plan to achieve these goals, with a specific return in mind, 3) dollar value average your 4) Get retirement income needs from regular withdrawals from funds. But first -
make sure that life and income are insured - through life and disability insurance - before any investment plan begins. You can't interrupt your plan because of a large loss of income. But secondly- to take control of the debt. No High Yield Credit Card Debt to Pay Off Mortgages too. Less debt and more of a mind. On #1
set specific dollar/time goals - specifics make it easier to rationalize everything else. For example: Saving for retirement versus needing $50,000/year in retirement income. It's easier to save for the latter. The specifics raise more questions, how much money has already been saved, how much time is left, and how much
each month is needed to reach it? How much you need for retirement - An income/withdrawal rate on #2 Make a plan to achieve goals - the plan allows you to track your progress over time and keeps you mentally in the game, focused on the bigger picture. On #3, the average dollar cost is the best way is to invest in one
big chunk whenever the market offers an opportunity, but most people wouldn't be able to do that. The second best is to make the average dollar cost on average at a dollar cost - treated as your most important monthly bill, it's your own market celestial synchronization system for the blissfully ignorant. Also, averaging the
value of the dollar automatically buys more stocks on the gutters and fewer stocks at peaks, so you end up with above-average returns. A bigger market decline and greater profitability. It's irrational in the extreme for those who haven't finished buying yet want the market to go up. A bear market is just a sale of shares.
Investors should eventually root for bear markets. DCA makes you love - and long - bear markets. You should want more, not less volatility. Temporary falls allow you to buy more shares than if the market was higher. Starting early - little money to invest, but so much time - compounding up the slack. Markets are cyclical
- periods of below-average yields at some point follow periods of above-average yield. The market averages 10% profit. That's the average. You should be prepared to return higher and lower than that. In times of poor performance, doing nothing is usually the best answer. Chasing refunds and switching funds is an
attempt to fix a temporary deficit you can't control, which almost always backfires to make things worse. Responding to market changes is not a plan. With a temporary deficit, you can control: the ability to save more, retire later, and/or take lower withdrawals. The lump sum and simply investing stock market goes up
almost 4 out of every 5 years, on average. In #4 regularly withdraw no more than 5% of your pension balance to generate income - must leave enough margin for error to avoid surviving your money, assuming that you are focused on total returns rather than current returns. The right time to buy stocks is always when you
have the money. times to sell them when you need money. Otherwise... Just let them grow. The last lesson: avoid big mistakes - behavioral mistakes that you can't recover from. The secret of wealth in stocks is not scary ones. You can't predict, but you can plan. Plan. is the only realism. A concentrated number of
shares makes it possible to outperform and underperform a basket of funds. Owning everything means that you always own the hot sector and whatever the next hot sector will be. DCA ensures that you load onto it before it takes off. Market cycles do not follow the same path. Diversified in different sectors, sizes and
countries. It should lower the big swings because they rarely move in unison. Growth and value, large and small caps, foreign and domestic all go through cycles. The biggest lesson, as we've seen, is that the world doesn't end, even if it looks like it's about to. When enough spaghetti hits the fan all at the same time,
everything correlates. Keep your portfolio simple. Less is more. Don't be a fundraiser, be an investor. It's about finding the perfect fund or portfolio - it's not about owning the best fund or the perfect stock. You can spend months optimizing your ideal portfolio with the right amount of each asset class. None of this matters if
you can't behave. Wealth is not determined by relative investment performance, but by the absolute behavior of investors. Indices are not created equal. The issue is in value - high cost versus low cost - you can find low-cost index funds, but also find low-cost, long-term, buy-and-hold, low-turnover strategies. Compare
holdings: read the fund's goals and then check whether this is true. Don't choose funds based on short-term - 5 years or less - performance. Worst portfolio strategy: Buying managers who are hot... sales when they don't. Chasing past 'performance' invests in a rearview mirror and it's as close as you'll ever get to warrant
unsatisfactory performance. Low turnover - low cost and tax efficiency on capital gains: everything else is equal, and pay taxes later than before Never make an investment decision based only on taxes - Taxes are a blunt variable you can isolate on. Avoid the constant temptation to customize your portfolio. A diversified
portfolio means that something always works perfectly, while the other lags behind. No one has ever got the rich to pay the top dollar; most seriously monied people got thus to buy things that were distressed, unfilled, and therefore for sale . Averaging the value of the dollar is the best portfolio manager the world has



ever known. One of the big mistakes is the difference between the return on investment and the return on investors. Avoid mistakes and better returns. Eight great mistakes: over diversification - you are a collector, not an investor. Under - narrows the portfolio to what works, which will eventually stop working at some
point too. Can you handle a portfolio that stops working from time to time? Most can't. You can get rich under diversification, but can stay rich? Most companies and stocks eventually disappear into the sunset. Euphoria is when you stop seeing the risk. How do investors see risk? As markets grow, investors believe that
the risk is reduced again. As markets fall, investors believe that the risk of further decline increases. When investors forget markets can fall and only focus on missing out on returns, they're in euphoria. Panic is a rational reason to change when it's really about fear. It's perfectly normal to feel fear. But that it is never, ever
normal to act on fear . Speculation, not investment, and not knowing the difference - speculation is the hope that a fad, trend, or cycle continues. Investing is a recognition of value. Price and cost are always back correlated. If you buy anything because it's been hitting everything else around for the last four or five years
a) you're speculating on continuing the price trend rather than investing in intrinsic value, and b) you're going to get your head handed to you. Investing in yield instead of full profitability Let the value base make investment decisions - Refuse to sell to avoid taxes, or refuse to sell to avoid losses. Your investments do not
know what you paid for them, and will not act otherwise if they did. Forget about its cost; This is yesterday's news. Shoulder - Shoulder can work, but ... levers used wrong error increases. People don't get a return on investment. They get an investor's income, which is much, much worse. If you don't see a positive future
result, you'll never stick with your investment long enough to find out. No one can plan for the future - much less successfully invest in it - without believing in this future. Pessimism is illogical, because no one will look back on history and see the absence of a worldview. There is always some end to the world event to
fear. Some crisis is always just around the corner. History tells us that even real crises are waning. Buy a book: Print or read other book notes. Notes. simple wealth inevitable wealth pdf. simple wealth inevitable wealth by nick murray. simple wealth inevitable wealth summary. simple wealth inevitable wealth review.
simple wealth inevitable wealth ebook. simple wealth inevitable wealth – 20th anniversary edition. simple wealth inevitable wealth 5th edition. simple wealth inevitable wealth epub
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